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ITS 2012, the threats of global warming loom larger and the time for

action is now or never

Suraj Home UPS is a truly futuristic concept. This two-in-one

product (Inverter + UPS) completely eliminates the need to have

separate power back-up ...
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About Us

ITS 2012, the threats of global warming loom larger and the time for action is now or never Suraj

Home UPS is a truly futuristic concept. This two-in-one product (Inverter + UPS) completely

eliminates the need to have separate power back-up system for your home as well as your computer.

Traditionally, there are two separate power back-up systems i.e. UPS Systems for computers and

Inverters for other household appliances. With the increasing number of households having a

computer, it became an absolute necessity to have a single product providing power back-up to

Computers as well as other household appliances. 

Suraj Home UPS can provide power back-up to computer as well as home appliances during

power cut. Sooraj Power systems - Driving the renewable revolution! Realizing the importance

and the need to combat the threat of global warming and climate change the conventional sourse of

energy will face a hard time to move forward. 

Hence we introduce 'Sooraj power systems to solve your power problem & lead to enjoy self -reliance

and with producing your owner power. We undertake supply & instalation of solar power plants as per

the demand and capacity of the clients, which will satisfy house hold and commervial needs. 

Solar power is energy received from sun in the form of solar radiation which can then utilize eigher

actively of passively converting it into heat of electricity.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Solar Home Solutions Solar Business Solutions

Solar Green Solutions LED Solar Street Lighting
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Wholesaler



CONTACT US

Sooraj Power Systems
Contact Person: NM Sherif

Kottayam 
Kochi - 682024, Kerala, India
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